Why Your Hybrid Cloud Needs High
Performance Application Delivery
Get the Citrix NetScaler ADC and AWS Advantage

Migration, expansion, and growth …
Digital workspaces have expanded beyond the corporate firewall creating
complexity for IT:

Basic load balancing alone
no longer ensures
applications will work
without disruption.

Offloading of server tasks, web
optimization, and global server
load balancing from an ADC
ensure applications are
available across multiple sites
and clouds to users anywhere,
around the clock.

…fuel your organization's need for greater
security, consistency, and visibility.
Maintaining consistent policies, views, troubleshooting, and SSL
enforcement mechanisms across on-premise and on cloud
environments like Amazon Web Services (AWS) is imperative:
Centralized dashboards give
comprehensive visibility into user
issues, SSL certificates, and
security threats in order to
simplify control.

Powerful analytics provide
actionable insights.

In addition, you need automation for greater
scalability, optimization, and control.
With automation, IT can optimize application availability across diverse
application hosting environments.
Citrix NetScaler ADC in AWS Marketplace is redefining application delivery control:
Automatically scale networking
resources up or down based on
AWS server demand and automate
routine network management
tasks with an API.

Empower IT Operations teams
to provide LOB application
developers with the speed and
visibility they need for
developing and troubleshooting
their applications.

It’s time to take application performance and
delivery to the next level.
Citrix NetScaler ADC in AWS Marketplace gives you high application uptime
and performance with enterprise security and scalability to easily adapt to
evolving cloud environments.

Your applications need the
benefit of a trusted
application delivery
solution.

NetScaler ADC in AWS
Marketplace provides secure
access and delivery of
applications in a hybrid and
multi-cloud landscape, at low
TCO with investment protection
through pooling of licenses.

Transform your infrastructure to a software-defined
network, and experience greater app visibility, agility,
control, and performance with Citrix NetScaler ADC on AWS.

Find Citrix NetScaler ADC in AWS Marketplace.

